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Abstract

Multiple flame regimes are encountered in industrial combustion cham-

bers, where premixed, stratified and non-premixed flame regions may coex-

ist. To obtain a predictive tool for pollutant formation predictions, chemical

flame modeling must take into account the influence of such complex flame

structure. The objective of this article is to apply and compare two reduced

chemistry models on both laminar and turbulent multi-regime flame configu-

rations in order to analyze their capabilities in predicting flame structure and

CO formation. The challenged approaches are i) a premixed flamelet-based

tabulated chemistry method, whose thermochemical variables are parametrized

by a mixture fraction and a progress variable, and ii) a virtual chemical

scheme which has been optimized to retrieve the properties of canonical pre-

mixed and non-premixed 1-D laminar flames. The methods are first applied

to compute a series of laminar partially-premixed methane-air counterflow

flames. Results are compared to detailed chemistry simulations. Both ap-
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proaches reproduced the thermal flame structure but only the virtual chem-

istry captures the CO formation in all ranges of equivalence ratio from sto-

ichiometry premixed flame to pure non-premixed flame. Finally, the two

chemical models combined with the Thickened Flame model for LES are

challenged on a piloted turbulent jet flame with inhomogeneous inlet, the

Sydney inhomogeneous burner. Mean and RMS of temperature and CO

mass fraction radial profiles are compared to available experimental data.

Scatter data in mixture fraction space and Wasserstein metric of numerical

and experimental data are also studied. The analyses confirm again that the

virtual chemistry approach is able to account for the impact of multi-regime

turbulent combustion on the CO formation.
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1. Introduction

Many practical combustion chambers promote the development of multiple-

mode turbulent combustion regimes where premixed, non-premixed and partially-

premixed flame structures coexist [1]. In such environment, the description

of detailed chemical phenomena, at a CPU cost compatible with industrial

constraints, is a critical modeling challenge [2].
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By taking benefit of the increasing computational resources, reduced

mechanisms are now employed to conduct simulations of practical combus-

tion chambers [3, 4]. They allow to describe complex combustion phenom-

ena sensitive to detailed chemistry. However, because of the high number of

species and the numerical stiffness of the system, the systematic use of re-

duced mechanisms in a daily design process of combustion chamber remains

expensive.

To save computational time, tabulated chemistry suggests to build-up,

prior to CFD computations, chemical look-up tables where all thermo-chemical

information are stored. The tabulation strategy is very efficient for con-

ventional combustion systems characterized by one main flame regime [5–8]

but its extension towards multi-regime combustion requires more coordinates

than the conventional ones that increases the complexity of the methodol-

ogy [9–11]. Virtual chemistry has recently been developed as an alterna-

tive to tabulated chemistry [12–14]. The originality of the method relies

on building-up a reduced chemical scheme using virtual species and reac-

tions whose thermo-chemical properties are calibrated to capture quantities

of interest. As for tabulated chemistry, the range of validity of the virtual

chemistry method depends on the set of target flames retained to optimize

the chemical parameters. Recent developments showed, for instance, that CO

formation is well predicted in both premixed and diffusion laminar flames if

premixed and non-premixed elements are targeted during the optimization

step [13]. The ability of the method to capture the chemical structure of

multi-regime turbulent flame remains however unexplored.

An interesting configuration to challenge the ability of turbulent com-
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bustion model to capture multi-regime flame regime is the Sydney Inhomo-

geneous burner [15–17]. Selected as a target flame for the TNF workshop

[18], this configuration has recently been studied by many groups using var-

ious chemistry and turbulent combustion modeling strategies [16, 19–26].

Most studies combined tabulated chemistry with presumed [19–22, 24] or

transported [26] Probability Density Functions. A few studies also employed

transported complex chemistry combined with transported PDF [20, 25]. Re-

cently, a hybrid model, combining reduced transported chemistry and tabu-

lated chemistry with PDF transport, has been introduced [26] to limit the

computational cost. A comparison between several modeling approaches,

performed during the TNF workshop [18], shows that it is difficult to cap-

ture CO production because it is highly sensitive to the flamelet ingredients

used for chemistry reduction or tabulation.

The objective of the present work is to compare virtual chemistry against

premixed-based tabulated chemistry in a multi-regime turbulent combustion

regime. The combustion modeling strategies are presented in Sec. 2 and

challenged on laminar multi-regime counterflow flames in Sec. 3. Details on

the experimental and numerical set-ups of the jet flame with homogeneous

inlets are provided in Sec. 4. Numerical results of the turbulent flame are

compared against measurements n Sec. 5, giving a special emphasis on radial

statistics, scatter plots and Wasserstein metric [21].
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2. Chemistry modeling

2.1. FPI tabulated chemistry

The FPI (Flame Prolongation of ILDM) [7] combustion chemistry model

approximates the chemical space covered by turbulent flames by a reduced

manifold composed by 1-D laminar premixed flamelets. Flame thermochem-

ical quantities ψ are then tabulated as a function of a reduced set of vari-

ables which, under adiabatic conditions, are the mixture fraction Z and the

progress variable Yc, according to the relation ψ = ψ∗[Yc, Z]. The progress

variable, defined as Yc = YCO2 +YCO, tracks the transition from fresh to burnt

gases. The mixture fraction dimension Z is covered by varying the fresh

gas equivalence ratio of the premixed flames within the range of flamma-

bility. As discussed in [27], this approach is adapted to partially-premixed

flames as soon as the level of stratification remains moderate. However, when

multi-regime flame structures are encountered, FPI fails to reproduce diffu-

sion flame regimes and causes departures in regard with detailed chemistry,

which are especially visible on CO mass fraction [11].

2.2. Virtual chemistry

Virtual chemistry has recently been introduced [12, 13] as an alterna-

tive to flamelet-based tabulated chemistry. The concept relies on the de-

sign of chemical mechanisms made of virtual species and reaction whose

thermo-chemical properties are calibrated. Instead of being tabulated, flame

archetypes constitute a learning database retained to train optimized vir-

tual mechanisms. Different ingredients, such as premixed and non-premixed
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flamelets may be included in the learning database so that the virtual chem-

ical scheme is able to track various combustion regimes.

A virtual chemical scheme is made of (i) a main reduced mechanism, ded-

icated to temperature and heat release prediction, and (ii) a series of stan-

dalone satellite reduced sub-mechanisms, each being dedicated to a specific

pollutant species prediction [13]. It has been shown in [12] that the following

2-step main virtual mechanism accurately captures the heat release and the

flame temperature for both premixed and non-premixed combustion regimes:

αv
FF + αv

OxOx→ αv
II (RT

1 )

αv
II →

∑Nv
P

k=1
αv
Pk
Pk (RT

2 )

where F and Ox denote the fuel and oxidizer species respectively. Burnt

gases mixture is composed of NP virtual products Pk whose thermochemical

properties are optimized to recover thermodynamic equilibrium. CO produc-

tion is modeled by the following 3-step sub-mechanism including 3 additional

species:

αv
FF + αv

OxOx→ αv
COCO + (1− αv

CO)V1 (RCO
1 )

F + V1 → F + CO (RCO
2 )

CO ↔ V2 (RCO
3 )

The optimization procedure of both main and CO virtual mechanisms, de-

tailed in [13], is applied to ensure an accurate prediction of flame structure

in multi-regime combustion.
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2.3. Comments on multi-regime combustion

Tabulated chemistry could be suitable for multi-regime flame when both

premixed and non-premixed flamelet ingredients are combined in the same

look-up table. However solutions have to solve the projection of species bal-

ance equations either into a restricted subset of the composition space [9, 10]

or to use 1-D partially-premixed flamelets to generate a chemical look-up

table [11]. Therefore supplementary control variables should be introduced

to generate the chemical table. But such addition increases the complexity of

the methodology and raises questions regarding its relevance for the simula-

tions of industrial devices. Unlike to tabulated chemistry, virtual chemistry

does not need to identify the most appropriated coordinates on which evolves

the reduced chemical subspace. Therefore, the difficult projection of differ-

ent flame archetypes in a reduced manifold is bypassed by the optimization

process of the virtual chemical mechanisms.

3. Partially-premixed laminar flame simulations

FPI and virtual chemistry are first challenged on laminar counterflow

flame configurations. A methane/air mixture characterized by an equiva-

lence ratio φF (at x = +∞) is opposed to an air stream (at x = −∞). By

varying the fuel stream equivalence ratio, a whole range of non-premixed and

partially-premixed flame is covered [27]. Reference solutions are obtained

with the GRI3.0 [28] detailed mechanism and mixture-averaged transport

model. The FPI look-up table is generated from an ensemble of premixed

flame solutions whereas both non-premixed and premixed elements are tar-

geted during the virtual mechanism calibration [13].
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FPI and virtual chemistry solutions, computed using the REGATH solver

[29], are compared in Fig. 1 against the detailed chemistry reference solutions

for three fuel/air stream equivalence ratio equals to φF = 1, φF = 4 and φF =

+∞ (non-premixed flame), respectively. For each configuration, the strain

rate is constant and equal to 150 s−1. Temperature profiles predicted by both

FPI and virtual chemistry match well the reference solutions for the three

configurations. Differences are however noticeable on the CO mass fraction.

For φF = 1, FPI and virtual chemistry recover fairly well the CO mass

fraction profiles, whose peak amplitude is well captured. A secondary peak

is however incorrectly predicted by the FPI solution at the air stream side

close to x = 0 mm. A departure between the tabulated chemistry solution

and the reference solution, visible at φF = 4, is severely emphasized for the

pure diffusion flame (φF = +∞). Being optimized on both premixed and

non-premixed flame archetype, the virtual chemical mechanism reproduces

the CO mass fraction for both φF = 4 and φF = +∞. After demonstrating

the ability of virtual chemistry to capture CO formation in both partially-

premixed and non-premixed flames, the method is now applied on a turbulent

multi-regime flame.

4. The piloted turbulent jet flame with inhomogeneous inlets con-

figuration

4.1. Experimental configuration

The burner assembly [15] is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of two concentric

tubes surrounded by a pilot annulus, centered in a wind tunnel supplying a

co-flowing air stream at constant velocity of 15 m.s−1. The fuel and air are fed
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Figure 1: Temperature and CO mass fraction profiles for counterflow laminar flames for dif-

ferent methane/air side equivalence ratios. Dotted black lines: detailed chemistry. Dashed

blue lines: FPI-tabulated. Solid orange lines: virtual chemistry.
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from the inner and outer tube, respectively. The outer tube exit of diameter

D=7.5 mm constitutes the air/fuel mixture injection inside the combustion

chamber. The pilot mixture has been designed to have the same C/H ratio

and adiabatic flame temperature as a stoichiometric methane/air mixture.

The central pipe can be recessed upstream of the burner exit plane vary-

ing therefore the quality of mixing between fuel and air before entering the

combustion chamber. For a sufficiently large recession distance the mixture

is nearly homogeneous at the burner exit. Here, an intermediate recession

distance of 75 mm, leading to significant equivalence ratio inhomogeneities

at the burner exit, is retained as it promotes multi-regime combustion regime

[17]. The main jet bulk velocity is 80 m.s−1.

Figure 2: Schematic view of the burner geometry (from [15])
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4.2. Numerical set-up

Non-reactive LES of the mixing process between fuel and air in the mixing

tube has been performed by Princeton University [22]. Unsteady solutions

of these simulations constitute a temporally and spatially-resolved numerical

database that is used to prescribe the main inlet boundary conditions, in

terms of flow velocity and mixture fraction.

The computational domain considered for the turbulent flame simulation

begins one diameter (D=7.5 mm) upstream of the burner exit plane. Calcu-

lations are performed with the unstructured finite-volume low Mach number

code YALES2 [30]. A centered 4th-order scheme in space and time is used

for the numerical integration of the convective terms. The sub-grid Reynolds

stresses tensor is closed with the WALE model [31]. The tetrahedral mesh

features 10.1 M nodes and the mesh size varies from 0.015 mm, in the burner

lips region, to 5 mm far from the flame zone. In the flame region, from the

burner exit to 15D downstream, a characteristic grid size of 0.2 mm is used.

Both FPI and virtual chemistry combustion chemistry models are cou-

pled with the LES flow governing equations using a dynamic formulation of

the Thickened Flame model for LES (TFLES) [32, 33]. Flame sensor defi-

nitions are adapted to both tabulated and virtual chemistry models so that

the thickening is only applied in the flame reactive layer. Unresolved flame

wrinkling is closed by the Charlette model [34] with a constant β parameter

equal to 0.5.

Whereas TFLES and the flame wrinkling model have been designed to

capture the propagation speed of turbulent premixed flame [32, 33], their

suitability to non-premixed flame remains questionable as they may alter
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chemical diffusion flame structure. It is however expected that the bias due

to deficiency in turbulent/chemistry interaction modeling is similar in both

virtual and tabulated chemistry approaches. The conclusions on the suit-

ability of chemical reduction methods for multi-regime combustion, which is

the main objective of this article, will therefore remain valid.

5. Results

5.1. Mixing process and global flame properties

Figure 3 shows a comparison between numerical and experimental mix-

ture fraction radial profiles extracted at three axial distances from the burner

exit, corresponding to z=1D, 5D and 15D, respectively. For both chemistry

models, numerical mean and RMS mixture fraction profiles compare well to

experiments. However, at z=5D and z=15D, numerical mean mixture frac-

tion radial profiles are slightly too diffuse while the RMS peak of mixture

fraction is slightly underestimated in the shear layer between the main jet

and the pilot stream. This discrepancy is attributed to the difficulty to cap-

ture the turbulent jet mixing, strongly influenced by shear layer instabilities

[35] and by inflow conditions [18].

Barlow et al. [17] revealed in their experiments that pilot gases do not

reach equilibrium conditions at the burner exit. The pilot composition and

temperature have been adjusted in both FPI and virtual chemistry frame-

works to match mean pilot bulk temperature measured at z=1D. The radial

temperature profiles plotted in Fig. 4 show that both mean and RMS are cor-

rectly reproduced, especially in the virtual chemistry simulation. For both

chemical models, discrepancies are however observed further downstream, at
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Figure 3: Mean mixture fraction (top) and RMS (bottom) radial profiles. Comparison

of the FPI (Dashed lines) and virtual chemistry (Solid lines) results against experimental

data (Circle) at three different distances from the injector.
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z=15D. This departure is mainly due to the turbulent mixing misprediction

previously discussed.

To further analyze the chemical structure of the turbulent flame, scatter

plots of temperature versus mixture fraction are plotted in Fig. 5 at hori-

zontal planes located at z= 1D, 5D and 15D. 150,000 samples are plotted

for both simulations and experiments. The vertical dashed dotted line in-

dicates the stoichiometric mixture fraction value (Z = 0.055). To highlight

the relative importance of highly populated regions, scatter plots are colored

by the local density of points. At z=1D, the experimental scatter plot high-

lights vertical trajectories within the flammability limits (Zl=0.0228 < Z <

Zr=0.1043) that characterize stratified premixed combustion regime as ex-

plained in [17]. At z=5D, some chemical trajectories leave the flammability

limits and partially-premixed regimes are less important until non-premixed

combustion regime is reached at z=15D. Low temperature samples around

the stoichiometry are present at z=15D. These points are attributed to ex-

tinction events [17], justified by an operating condition close to the blow-off

limit (the bulk main jet velocity is set to 70% of the blow-off velocity).

Comparisons between numerical and experimental scatter plots show that

both FPI and virtual chemistry simulations capture well the thermal flame

structure in mixture fraction space. Virtual chemistry performs however

slightly better in the near-stoichimoetry high temperature region, especially

for the non-premixed flame regime observed at z=15D. This observation is

consistent with the a-priori analysis conducted on laminar flames [27], that

demonstrated the limitations of premixed-based flame tabulation to capture

diffusion flame regime. Extinction phenomena are qualitatively well repro-
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duced by numerical simulations both with FPI and virtual chemistry models.

5.2. CO mass fraction

Numerical profiles of mean and RMS of CO mass fraction are compared

against experimental measurements in Fig. 6. Uncertainties on pilot gas

composition at the exit of the burner cause an important departure at z=1D.

Once pilot gases reach equilibrium, the agreement is significantly improved,

especially at z=5D downstream, where temperature and mixing are also cor-

rectly predicted. As for the temperature, discrepancy between simulations

observed at z=15D are attributed to errors in mixing prediction. Virtual

chemistry is trained on a learning database made of both premixed and

non-premixed flame archetypes unlike FPI database which is composed of

premixed flamelets only. Virtual chemistry is therefore expected to perform

better than FPI when the flame structure evolves towards diffusion regimes.

This is confirmed at z=5D and z=15D, where virtual chemistry results are

closer to measurements than FPI solutions.

The ability to model chemical trajectories disregarding errors in flow pre-

diction is addressed by analyzing scatter plots of CO mass fraction in the

mixture fraction space shown in Fig. 7. Dots are colored by the flame

index [36], defined to reach +1 and -1 in premixed and non-premixed com-

bustion regimes, respectively. Values taken by the flame index reveal, as

expected, a stratified premixed flame at z=1D but also a diffusion branch

in lean and stochiometric environments at 5D and 15D. The flame structure

evolves naturally toward a non-premixed combustion regime when moving

downstream. Comparison against experimental scatter data shows that in
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Figure 5: Instantaneous scatter data in temperature-mixture fraction space at three axial

planes from the burner exit (From top to bottom: z/D = 1, 5, 15) colored by the local

density of points. Experiments are compared to the simulations conducted with FPI and

virtual chemistry models.
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diffusion combustion regimes, chemical trajectories are better captured by

the virtual chemistry strategy compared to the FPI model. Indeed, unlike

to virtual chemistry, FPI does not retrieve the correct distribution in the

lean region at z=1D and overpredicts CO peak at z=15D. This overpredic-

tion is consistent with the laminar flame computation performed in Sec.3

and plotted in Fig. 1. The CO is overpredicted by FPI simulations once

the flame structure differs from the canonical freely propagating premixed

flame. A quantitative comparison between scatter plots is presented in the

next section with the introduction of the Wasserstein metric.

5.3. Wasserstein metric

The Wasserstein metric [37, 38] is a probabilistic measure, useful to quan-

titatively compare experimental and numerical distributions. It consists in

finding the weighted average of the pair-wise distances between samples of

two distributions [21]. It has recently been used to evaluate LES turbulent

combustion models on the piloted turbulent jet flame with inhomogeneous

inlets configuration [21]. Here, the multi-scalar 2nd Wasserstein metric [39]

is computed, using the code provided in [21]. Numerical and experimental

scatter data constitute two empirical distributions N and E, respectively.

Each element of the empirical distributions ni and ej contains information

for three considered scalars: the mixture fraction Z, the temperature T and

the CO mass fraction YCO. Data are normalized by the standard deviation of

the experimental distribution to give appropriate importance to all retained

scalars [21]. The Wasserstein metric is here applied on the piloted turbulent

jet flame at two axial locations corresponding to z/D = 5, 15. Experimental

and numerical scatter data are downsampled by selecting 1000 points, each
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Figure 7: Instantaneous scatter data in CO mass fraction-mixture fraction space at three

axial planes from the burner exit (From top to bottom: z/D = 1, 5, 15). Numerical data

are colored by the flame index. Experimental data are compared with the simulations

conducted with FPI and virtual chemistry models.
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containing information for Z, T and YCO. The 2nd Wasserstein metric is

computed as solution of the following minimization problem:

W2(Z, T, YCO) = minΓ




n∑

i=1

n
′∑

j=1

γijcij




1/2

(1)

where Γ is the optimal transport matrix having elements γij and dimension

n × n′
. The unit transportation cost cij is defined as the 2nd power of the

pair-wise Euclidean distance: cij =
∑Nv

v=1(nv,i − ev,j)2, where v, is the vth of

variable investigated, and Nv = 3 is the total number of scalar quantities.

Figure 8 shows the cumulative Wasserstein metric for z/D = 5, 15 for

both FPI and virtual chemistry models. The metric is decomposed in the

single variable contributions (different colors) to better analyse the results.

The cumulative W2 decreases with the axial evolution with both combustion

models. This trend is due to the decay of the turbulence and mixing intensity

as explained by [21]. The cumulative performance of the virtual chemistry

model is better than tabulated chemistry one, in accordance with the scatter

data qualitative results. Furthermore, the variable contribution separation

helps to conclude that the better virtual chemistry performance is mainly

due to an improve prediction of YCO.

6. Conclusion

This article challenged the ability of two reduced chemistry models to

capture multi-regime combustion in laminar and turbulent configurations.

Whereas only premixed flamelet ingredients in the range of flammability

limits are considered in FPI chemical look-up tables, virtual chemistry is op-

timized to recover the chemical structure of both premixed and non-premixed
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flame elements. This is not discriminating in predicting temperature in lam-

inar or turbulent multi-regime flame configurations. Differences are however

much more pronounced in the prediction of pollutant formation. In par-

ticular, analyses of both laminar and turbulent flame solutions show that

virtual chemistry performs better than FPI model on CO mass fraction pre-

diction. The scatter data post-processing, together with the Wasserstein

metric, quantitatively confirm the better performance of the virtual chem-

istry model mainly for CO prediction in turbulent configuration.
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